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MEETING SUMMARY 
Community Environmental Working Group 

 

“Striving for Continuous Environmental Improvements at Intel” 

 

Date: January 18, 2017 

Time: 5:15–7:00 p.m. 

Location: Corrales Senior Center 

 

 

Members Attending

 John Bartlit, NM Citizens for Clean Air &  

   Water 

Mike Williams, NM Citizens for Clean Air 

&  

   Water 

Hugh Church, American Lung Assc. in NM 

Sarah Chavez, Intel 

Dennis O’Mara, Corrales resident, Corrales      

   Residents for Clean Air and Water  

 

Non-Members Attending

Ron Eppes, Intel   

 

 

Lynne Kinis, Corrales resident, Corrales      

   Residents for Clean Air and Water 

Facilitator 

Shannon Beaucaire, Facilitator    CJ Ondek, Recorder 

 

 

 

HANDOUTS 

 CEWG Draft Agenda 

 Draft Meeting Summary, December 

2016 

 Action-Item Progress Report, 

December 2016 

 EHS Activity Report 

 Final 2016 Annual Report 

 Priority Topics 

 Proposals for Dr. Fisher 

 

 

 

PROPOSED AGENDA 

 Welcome, Introductions, 

Announcements and Brief Items

 Standing Agenda Items

 Action Item Progress Report 

 Dr. Fisher Response Discussion

 2017 Planning—Topics for 2017

 Document Preservation

 Adjourn
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WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, AND BRIEF ITEMS 

John Bartlit opened the meeting by referring to the CEWG mission, which was to make 

environmental improvements at Intel, reduce chemical emissions at Intel, and improve 

community dialogue. Introductions were made.   

 

Agenda—Revisions and Approval 

No comment. 

 

Meeting Summaries—Revisions and Approval 

No comment. 

 

Other Announcements  

 Dennis O’Mara said the local emergency planning committee met last Wednesday, January 

11, in Rio Rancho. In the meeting Mr. O’Mara asked the committee to make 

recommendations on actions a person on oxygen could take when the power was out for an 

extended period of time. Many people used oxygen concentrators for their oxygen, which 

relied on electrical power. The committee made several suggestions. First, everybody, in 

general, but especially anyone in that position should have an emergency plan, a backup 

tank of oxygen and an electrical generator. If all else failed and they lived in Corrales, they 

could go to the local fire station, which had an oxygen supply. If the fire station ran out of 

oxygen, then they could provide transport to the local hospital. John Bartlit asked if fire 

stations had emergency generators.  Mr. O’Mara said that was a good question, and he 

didn’t know. 
 

 Mr. O’Mara said also on the agenda was a quick review of the Sandoval County 

Emergency Preparedness Guide, which the committee was finalizing. The “interim” final 

version was posted electronically on the Web site. They planned to leave it there for a year 

to get feedback. Then, they will revise as appropriate and print it when they were certain it 

had all the necessary information. They plan to make print copies available, especially to 

those people not connected to the Internet. Currently, the guide was over 40 pages but 

before printing, it will be subject to substantial formatting to eliminate a lot of double-

spacing and wasted space to make it more cost-efficient to print. The link to the guide is:  

www.sandovalcountynm.gov/em 
 

 Dennis O’Mara said he raised the question of whether the local group was in compliance 

with the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA). One of the 

primary responsibilities this act requires was to write emergency plans to protect the public 

from chemical emergencies. Local emergency response organizations (fire departments, 

etc.) in each community should have their own local individual plan based on the 

countywide plan. The committee agreed to review - the county plan with Dennis O’Mara 

taking the lead and then members will look at local plans. 
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 John Bartlit asked if Dr. Smolinske attended the meeting. Mr. O’Mara replied that she had 

written the incorrect meeting date on her calendar and therefore missed the meeting. 

However, she was still interested in attending and offered to present on a topic at the next 

meeting. 
 

Public Comment 

Lynne Kinis asked why the storm water discharge event at Intel in December had to be reported 

to NMED even though it was not considered an “emergency” and all the contaminants were 

supposedly removed from the water. Sarah Chavez said storm water discharge regulations were 

set up in a way that Intel had to get approval to discharge water. The regulations allowed 

discharge in the event of a storm, but for any other kinds of water discharge prior approval was 

required. Since the discharge was an accident and unexpected, they could not get this prior 

approval. She noted that although the water discharged was not contaminated, Intel still needed 

to report the accidental discharge to NMED as per storm water discharge regulations.  

 

 

STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 

EHS Report 

Sarah Chavez said there was nothing out of the ordinary on the EHS report. 

 

Regulatory Engineering Update 

Sarah Chavez said she was still working to get a meeting set up with an Intel regulatory 

engineering representative. 

 

UNM Cancer Study 

Dennis O’Mara said he had nothing to report at this time. 

 

 

REVIEW ACTION ITEM PROGRESS REPORT 

 John Bartlit said he began drafting an email letter to Dr. Kesler but hadn’t sent it yet. He 

asked the group if they would like him to continue pursuing to invite her to present on 

multiple chemical sensitivities. All present agreed for him to continue. 

 

 Sarah Chavez said she had nothing to report on the CEWG letter to Intel’s Anne Kelleher. 
 

 Dennis O’Mara asked Shannon Beaucaire if she received the revised meeting ads with the 

correct start time.  Ms. Beaucaire said yes. 
 

 Shannon Beaucaire asked Mike Williams if he had looked for aldehyde references in the 

ATSDR report. Mr. Williams said not yet. 
 

 Sarah Chavez said she did not finish her action items yet. 
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DR. FISHER LETTER DISCUSSION 

 Shannon Beaucaire opened the discussion by reminding of the proposals offered so far to 

address the issue around Dr. Fisher’s letter to NMDOH, one of which was Mike Williams’ 

suggestion to not respond at all. Since last month, Mr. Williams had drafted thoughts about 

Dr. Fisher’s letter, which he shared by email on January 17. Mike Williams said he 

changed his position and now thought it would be useful to send a letter to Ms. Krapfl 

similar to what he wrote in the email. He asked if Dr. Fisher had sent a copy of his letter to 

Ms. Krapfl’s superiors. No one could say for sure, but it didn’t appear so because none of 

her superiors were copied on the letter. 
 

 John Bartlit suggested following a model for a letter from the 2008 report, Determining 

Stack Height at Intel: A Joint Summary of Common Ground and Differing Views. The 

report was a clear statement of different groups’ views. 
 

 Lynne Kinis said that Dennis O’Mara expressed an interest in ALS after the ATSDR 

meeting at the Old Church. He was given the ok by the CEWG to look into ALS 

associations and whether they had any useful information to share. She didn’t recall ever 

hearing anyone in the group wanting to ask anyone else for their “two cents” on the topic. 

So when someone sent a letter that was incorrect and unsolicited, Ms. Kinis said, she 

would put it in the “round lot.” Because NMDOH received the letter from Dr. Fisher, the 

CEWG should respond also with a letter to NMDOH saying that they did not solicit Dr. 

Fisher’s letter, and point out the inaccuracies and incorrect information. 
 

 John Bartlit said that the CEWG did not solicit or endorse the letter, nor could they put it in 

the round lot. Intel sent the letter to NMDOH, and it was not brought to the CEWG’s 

attention until after it was sent. An Intel representative sent the email letter to Heidi Krapfl, 

with a copy to Sarah Chavez, who brought it to the CEWG after the fact. Mr. Bartlit 

thanked Ms. Chavez for bringing the letter to the table after the fact in a spirit of 

transparency and openness, and it was the right thing to do. Dennis O’Mara replied that 

bringing the letter to the table was the right thing to do, nevertheless it was wrong for Intel 

to have their “hatchet man” send a letter to NMDOH to undercut and discredit the study. 
 

 John Bartlit said the issue on the table was how to respond. He didn’t think it was 

appropriate for the CEWG to reply to Dr. Fisher. Dennis O’Mara said he might as an 

individual. Mr. Bartlit said that was his prerogative. 
 

 Dennis O’Mara proposed giving a presentation to the CEWG at the next meeting 

summarizing what he knew about ALS and then walking through Dr. Fisher’s 

communication, pointing out the errors and irrelevancies. Afterwards the CEWG might 

decide on taking further action. Mr. O’Mara said he would like to ensure that the CEWG 

knew more about the broader picture of ALS and its epidemiology. He believed a CEWG 

response letter should reflect a clear understanding of these issues. 
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 John Bartlit said Hugh Church also wrote an email saying the CEWG should do 

something. He confirmed with Mike Williams that he was withdrawing his proposal of 

“doing nothing.” Mr. Williams confirmed saying that he believed it would be useful for 

Heidi Krapfl to understand that the CEWG had a different perspective on the matter.  
 

 John Bartlit asked if the CEWG should write their own letter to NMDOH, which was 

doing the same thing Dr. Fisher did. Mr. O’Mara responded that once Dr. Fisher wrote the 

letter, it opened the door for anyone to send a letter.  
 

 Mike Williams said he did not have any objections to being better informed by a 

presentation, but he would like Heidi Krapfl to know that others have a different 

understanding of the issue than Dr. Fisher. 
 

 John Bartlit said Mr. Williams asked for his feedback on his letter, and Mr. Williams 

agreed in general terms with the introductory part of it, which talked about the NMDOH 

pulmonary fibrosis study in Corrales, and adding a link to this report. The CEWG had 

made efforts to get this report peer reviewed, including by Dr. Jonathan Samet, who had a 

national reputation, as well as approaching the Jewish Hospital in Denver. Mr. Bartlit said 

these CEWG efforts reflected its work and gave credibility to past studies by the NMDOH 

in Corrales. 
 

 Mike Williams asked if Dr. Fisher had previously taken similar action in Oregon that was 

related to ALS. Sarah Chavez said Dr. Fisher’s job as Intel’s medical director was to look 

at these kinds of issues wherever they happened and to provide his feedback. Although Dr. 

Fisher lived in Albuquerque, he was medical director for the entire Intel Corporation. 
 

 Dennis O’Mara said nothing was being done in Oregon in response to ALS concerns. He 

said he thought the most insulting part of Dr. Fisher’s letter was where he commented that 

NMDOH needed to be careful about evaluating data, because no responsible public health 

person would accept a case report of any disease without a thorough investigation, 

including finding and reviewing medical records. Mr. O’Mara said that this was exactly 

what the NMDOH study was all about.   
 

 Dennis O’Mara asked who sent Dr. Fisher on this mission, what his mission was exactly, 

and what he was told to do. Clearly, he didn’t take this action on his own accord. John 

Bartlit said he could have since his job was to address any issues of medical concern. Mr. 

O’Mara said he didn’t believe that; he believed someone at Intel prodded him to send this 

letter. Lynne Kinis asked when had Intel ever initiated looking into any situation or 

following up with the CEWG’s efforts. Mr. O’Mara again asked Ms. Chavez who sent Dr. 

Fisher “on the mission.” 
 

 Sarah Chavez responded that she did not think Dr. Fisher had a mission. Her job was a 

two-way street: to communicate to the appropriate people at Intel—to Mindy Koch, her 
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boss, and Liz Shipley, Ron Eppes’ boss—what occurred at CEWG meetings, and then 

communicate to the CEWG what occurred at Intel. CEWG meeting information was public 

and posted on the Web site. So, her job was to let Intel and Dr. Fisher know that health 

studies were occurring. She did not tell him what to do with that information, nor did she 

tell him to write the letter. Dr. Fisher, as Intel’s medical director, decided what to do with 

that information. She did not know if he received any direction on this matter. She 

reiterated that her job was to let Intel know that certain studies were occurring. She said 

she met regularly with Mindy Koch and Liz Shipley to discuss CEWG meetings. Mr. 

O’Mara asked if Dr. Fisher believed that ALS incidence in the community was a medical 

issue that involved Intel. Ms. Chavez responded that ALS was brought up as part of the 

ATSDR study in 2009, which was about Intel. John Bartlit said it was certainly related to 

Intel in Oregon, and this was no secret. 
 

 Lynne Kinis said Intel did nothing about ALS in 2009, when ATSDR raised the issue of 

ALS. Intel was supposed to be working with the community, and especially on health 

issues. Sarah Chavez reminded that Intel had conducted two risk assessments for the 

community based on emissions, which they had initiated. Intel fully participated and 

provided information to the Corrales Air Quality Task Force and to the ATSDR report. 

Intel has provided information—air quality data, emissions data, stack-testing data—to any 

agency that asked. She said that she understood that Ms. Kinis didn’t believe the test 

results or that Intel did enough. Ms. Kinis said that she did not believe in doing a study on 

a given topic in regards to a corporation’s actions and having to rely on that corporation to 

provide numbers and stats. She said she would throw that data out, and so would anyone 

“with a brain.” Ms. Chavez replied part of the issue was that Ms. Kinis was talking about 

health studies, and Intel did not have the ability to conduct health studies due to individual 

privacy laws. Ms. Kinis said that was the excuse that Intel gave in 2009, when ATSDR 

decided to look into ALS. Ms. Chavez said Intel provide all the requested information to 

ATSDR. Ms. Kinis said yes, “all the information qualified” by Intel. 
 

 John Bartlit reminded that the CEWG needed to decide how to respond to the letter. He 

said the CEWG could not tell Intel to tell their corporate medical director to pass a letter he 

had drafted to the CEWG to review first.  
 

 Dennis O’Mara said ALS had no known cause, yet Dr. Fisher instructed Heidi Krapfl to 

eliminate cases they found due to numerous different risk factors that had not been proven. 

It was interesting, Mr. O’Mara said, that Intel was taking so much interest in a study that 

was only attempting to determine whether the prevalence of ALS in Corrales was higher 

than the national average. It was acknowledged all the way around that this study could not 

and would not determine causality. The study was not capable of doing so and in addition, 

the cause(s) of ALS is/are completely unknown. He said Dr. Fisher’s letter provided 

information that was incorrect and irrelevant because of the study’s nature. It appeared 

Intel was trying to intimidate NMDOH and discredit or torpedo the study before it even got 

off the ground. He reiterated that he was very unhappy about this letter. 
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 Shannon Beaucaire asked Hugh Church to remind the group about his email. Mr. Church 

read his email comments:  
Dr. Fisher's Memo of 11/3/16 to NMDOH study design on ALS prevalence in the 

Corrales Community.  His reference to CDC comments about finding ALS disease 

clusters of a few anecdotal reports on a small total population number in the 

community such that a "finding" of say one case in an area of about 25,000 could 

just be an artifact of very small numbers, and perhaps due to chance alone.  The 

mathematical literature is replete with discussions of statistical distributions (like 

normal and/or lognormal), small sample groups, statistical significance, etc.    

 

In summary, I agree with his warning to DOH to be thorough in investigating any 

self-report (or 3) of ALS in the community!  

 

 Shannon Beaucaire asked how the group wanted to move forward. She asked if the group 

wanted to table any response until the next meeting, after Dennis O’Mara presented 

information on ALS and outlined the errors in Dr. Fisher’s letter. Mike Williams moved to 

table any response until after Mr. O’Mara’s presentation. John Bartlit agreed but said he 

didn’t want to hear anything on Intel’s “having a mission.” Dennis O’Mara said he would 

say what he would say. Mr. Bartlit said that was fair. Mr. O’Mara said he would put 

together a presentation to point out the issues around ALS and any inconsistencies in Dr. 

Fisher’s letter.   
 

 Hugh Church read a section from Dr. Fisher’s letter that cited the Center for Disease 

Control’s (CDC) caution on drawing conclusions about clusters unless they were 

thoroughly investigated. Mr. O’Mara said he was sure that was correct, but this study was 

looking at prevalence only; it was not looking to identify a cluster. He reminded that 

neither he nor Dr. Fisher were qualified to determine whether the study results i 

determined if a cluster existed. He would leave the results to the experts in the field to 

determine whether a cluster existed. If Dr. Fisher had researched the issue, then he would 

know that only one ALS cluster existed in the world, in Guam. He said using the word 

“cluster” in this situation muddied the water; the issue was really about prevalence. The 

study results would determine if further research was needed or not. 
 

 John Bartlit said he could see writing a letter about the study rather than Dr. Fisher’s letter.  

Dennis O’Mara disagreed.  
 

 The group reached consensus on the way forward as noted below: 
 

CONSENSUS:  Dennis O’Mara will give a presentation on ALS epidemiology at  

February’s CEWG meeting. Afterwards the CEWG will decide how to       

move forward. 
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 John Bartlit said he could imagine the CEWG sending a letter that points out things to be 

cautious about. He said he would not vote for a letter to NMDOH or Intel condemning Dr. 

Fisher. That was not how he worked. But if there were things to be said about ALS studies 

and other pertinent information or correcting misinformation, then he would entertain the 

CEWG’s sending a letter to both Dr. Fisher, Intel and NMDOH. Part of the CEWG’s 

mission was to improve community dialogue, and that required communicating 

respectfully. 
 

 Lynne Kinis said the mere fact that Dr. Fisher became involved and sent a letter told her 

that there’s something that hadn’t been uncovered yet, and they were afraid they’d find it.   
 

 Hugh Church asked if Dr. Fisher would answer questions. Sarah Chavez said yes, to put 

any questions in writing, and Dr. Fisher would be happy to answer them. 
 

 John Bartlit said he couldn’t nor did he want to sensor Mr. O’Mara, but the CEWG had 

developed procedures and ground rules about communicating respectfully. He said they 

could talk about it offline if Mr. O’Mara wanted to. Maybe in the future the CEWG could 

review these guidelines. Dennis O’Mara said he wanted to make this presentation to walk 

the group through the letter piece by piece, sentence by sentence, to expose inaccuracies. 

In doing so he would need to be critical. Mr. Bartlit said being “critical” was fair and a 

good use of the CEWG’s time.  
 

 Shannon Beaucaire summarized that Mr. O’Mara would give a critical critique on Dr. 

Fisher’s letter based on what he had learned over the years about ALS epidemiology. Mr. 

O’Mara said that was a fair description. She continued that Mr. Bartlit did not want to see a 

presentation on Intel’s motive or mission. Mr. Bartlit agreed. Mr. O’Mara said his 

presentation would convey what he had learned as well as his knowledge of the study to 

provide a sense of context. Mr. O’Mara said this NMDOH study was always about the 

prevalence of ALS in Corrales and had nothing to do with the sins of Intel until that was 

just put on the table. The ALS registry had published data the last four years that showed 

prevalence for the nation. They could make an estimate for New Mexico based on data 

from the New Mexico ALS Association, so there was a basis for comparison at national, 

state and local levels. Mr. O’Mara said he would have to put together the presentation to 

get an idea of how long it would take, but he estimated it might take 30 minutes to 45 

minutes. He agreed to let Shannon Beaucaire know how much time he would need. 
 

 ACTION ITEMS:   

 Dennis O’Mara will present in February on ALS epidemiology and the broader 

picture of ALS as well as provide a critical analysis of Dr. Fisher’s letter.  
 Mr. O’Mara will let Shannon Beaucaire know how much time he needed to 

make the presentation. 
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 Sarah Chavez responded to earlier comments made by Lynne Kinis about Intel’s 

withholding proprietary information about emissions. Ms. Kinis said she did not say that 

only about emissions, but about chemical use, etc. Ms. Chavez clarified about emissions in 

particular, because all the studies had used Intel’s emissions data. She said she started 

working at Intel in 1993, and while chemical mixtures and percentages was proprietary 

information, there had been nothing proprietary about emissions, and the names and 

amounts of chemicals emitted. She had been involved on and off in providing that data all 

these past years. The name of the chemical and amount emitted had never been withheld 

from any regulatory agency nor the public. Intel had always shared that information. Ms. 

Kinis said she was not saying “withheld” but manipulated data. Ms. Chavez said she 

understood that Ms. Kinis didn’t agree with Intel’s testing data and validity, but Intel never 

withheld the name and amount of chemical emissions.  
 

 

2017 PLANNING AND TOPICS 

 Shannon Beaucaire said she asked the group to rank the items from 2016 to continue in 

2017. She pulled up the items on the projector and showed the ranking results from the 

group. She asked if anything needed to be added, eliminated, or kept the same, or did they 

want to change the ranking. Briefly, those items, in order of ranking top to bottom, were: 
 Plan steps in addressing Mike’s interesting questions: Break down into 

steps/plan/components  

 Additional monitoring options for emissions  

 Regulatory engineering  

 By End of 2016, explore extent ALS has occurred adjacent or near Intel plant  

 Talk to ALS Group  

 Invite Department of Health to meeting  

 Attract new members to CEWG  

 CEWG Funding – if specific items arise, CEWG will make a specific request to Intel  

 Explore complementary abatement technologies (e.g. condensation for pre-treatment)  

 Update Information on Website  

 Discussion of CEWG Process & Procedures. Is everyone in agreement regarding 

what they are, review current procedures and determine if they are still applicable, 

and are they documented appropriately.  

 

 John Bartlit said they should revise the language around inviting NMDOH to a CEWG 

meeting until after the ALS study was completed. Sarah Chavez said they should reword 

item 4, and asked what the group wanted to do on ALS to better clarify the CEWG’s 

actions. Mr. O’Mara said there are both national and state ALS organizations. The state 

ALS provides support to ALS patients and families, so they are only marginally involved 

in the study. But out of courtesy, when the time came, the CEWG could invite them to the 

meeting. The group revised the language to read: 
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By end of 2017, invite NMDOH to a CEWG meeting to report on completed study. 

Invite state ALS association to same meeting. 

 

 John Bartlit said he didn’t know what to say about inviting new members. They had made 

many efforts in past years, and if anyone had any ideas to please share. 
 

 Shannon Beaucaire asked John Bartlit if there was anything specific to add around 

regulatory engineering. Mr. Bartlit said it really should read regulatory engineering and 

Intel. He was trying to promote and encourage regulatory engineering at Intel and 

elsewhere. 
 

 Dennis O’Mara asked about CEWG efforts to encourage Intel to create an Employee 

Award. John Bartlit said this should be added since it was ongoing. Also, to add Mr. 

Bartlit’s efforts to invite Dr. Kesler to speak on multiple chemical sensitivities 
 

 Sarah Chavez suggested revising item 1, Mike Williams’ interesting questions to reflect 

planning steps.  
 

 Shannon Beaucaire asked members if they wanted to revisit ranking or was it ok to review 

as they developed agendas and created next steps. Sarah Chavez said it wasn’t worth 

looking at it right now since it was out of their control. John Bartlit said that individuals 

were doing more on their own and had their own priorities. So, the group agreed not to 

revisit rankings. The revised and/or new items added to the list were: 
 Plan steps in addressing Mike’s interesting questions  
 Updates from Intel on Regulatory Engineering within Intel 
 By end of 2017, invite NMDOH to a CEWG meeting to report on completed 

study. Invite state ALS to same meeting. 
 Invite Dr. Kesler to speak on MCS 
 Follow up on CEWG Employee Award proposal (Ann Kelleher) 

 

 

DOCUMENT PRESERVATION 

Shannon Beaucaire asked if everyone had a chance to look at the CEWG Web site. 

 

 John Bartlit said he had an idea. He asked how easy it would be to search meeting 

summaries. Sarah Chavez replied that they could not search from the Web site, but 

Shannon Beaucaire was able to search meeting summaries using the thumb drive loaded 

with documents. That was the easiest way to search. She said Stephen Littlejohn tried to 

keep an order based on topic interest, but it wasn’t a perfect process, and after he left 

things were missing or put in different places. Mr. Bartlit asked how easy it was to search 

meeting summaries on the Web site. Ms. Chavez said he would have to open up each 

meeting summary to search, which was why they created the topic index. This process 

relied on the facilitator to go through each meeting summary and pick out relevant 
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discussion topics to list on the index. Mr. Bartlit asked if there was a way to make it easier 

to search meeting summaries on the Web site. Sarah Chavez said she wasn’t tech savvy 

enough to figure out if this was possible, so she didn’t know. 
 

 Shannon Beaucaire explained that prior to 2014, only meeting summaries were listed on 

the Web site. From 2014 to 2015, handouts and agendas were included, but only 

inconsistently. In 2016 when Ms. Beaucaire took over as facilitator, she organized the 

documents by month and included meeting summary, agendas, action item progress 

reports, handouts, and all the paperwork for each meeting. 
 

 Sarah Chavez remembered that in the past only relevant documents would be filed in the 

online folders, but not all documents. John Bartlit said that some of the documents were 

valuable and others not. He proposed putting in each meeting folder the meeting summary 

and any documents agreed on at the end of each meeting. He didn’t think they needed to 

keep everything.  
 

 Shannon Beaucaire said there was not a space issue on the Web site. She was concerned 

because there was a space issue with the newsletter. For documents linked in the 

newsletter, a better holding place was on the Web site. Sarah Chavez said she relied on the 

newsletter to keep track of documents handed out at each meeting, but now that might have 

to go away because of space issues. John Bartlit said they didn’t need to keep both the 

agenda and meeting summary.  
 

 Shannon Beaucaire proposed to start a new process in 2017, where she moved all 

documents over each month, unless they decided at the end of the meeting to not keep 

certain documents. For 2016 she would remove any documents the group decided were not 

important and leave the meeting summaries, similar to 2004 through 2013. She asked if 

she should she leave everything as it was currently and change going forward, or should 

she go back and make changes for the sake of consistency.  
 

 Sarah Chavez asked, for a new person, was it more important that the meeting summaries 

were organized for easier access?  If they wanted more details they could look somewhere 

else. So this would entail going back to the original process. John Bartlit said there were a 

few jewels in the handouts. 
 

 Ms. Chavez said another option was to include important meeting handouts in the meeting 

summary. She asked CJ Ondek if she was able to embed a pdf document in the meeting 

summary. Ms. Ondek said she never tried that before. Stephen Littlejohn used to attach the 

handout at the end of the meeting summary. Shannon Beaucaire said she would have to 

print out the documents and scan them as a pdf to attach them in one document. Ms. 

Chavez said this sounded too difficult. 
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 John Bartlit suggested in 2017 to include the meeting summary and any special, relevant 

handouts. He said to keep the organization as it was for 2016. Ms. Beaucaire said she was 

worried about consistently. Mr. Bartlit said they didn’t have to be consistent.  
 

 Sarah Chavez said they didn’t need to keep agendas nor the individual monthly Action 

Item Progress Reports, but rather keep the updated version available and then have a final 

version for the year. She suggested looking back at how it was done in 2013-14. Mr. Bartlit 

said they didn’t need to keep the EHS report every month. Ms. Chavez suggested updating 

EHS files. Ms. Beaucaire would review with the group next month after making changes to 

ensure she was on track.  
 

ACTION ITEM: Shannon Beaucaire will go back to 2014-13 to see how it was  

        organized and follow suit moving forward in 2017. The focus was on  

        meeting summaries. She would not include agendas, and she would  

        update the Action Item Progress Report after each meeting so it was  

        ongoing. Also, she would update the EHS folders. 

 

 All agreed to this course of action. 
 

 

ADJOURN 

 

 

NEXT MEETING:  February 15, 2017, 5:15 to 7 pm, Corrales Senior Center.   
  


